
The first quarter was characterized by significant intra-quarter volatility. 
Initially, firmer economic data and moderating headline inflation sparked a rally in 
equity markets with the narrative shifting quickly from a ‘soft landing’ to ‘no 
landing’. However, a spate of firmer than expected core inflation readings and the 
sudden bank failures in March triggered a pullback in global equities returns off 
their highs before rapid central bank action placed a floor under the declines. 
Equity markets (MSCI World) ended the quarter up 7.9%. Capital intensive 
property stocks (FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed GTR), which were harder hit by 
concerns over a possible credit crunch, returned 1.0%. Global bonds (Bloomberg 
Global Aggregate) returned 3.0%. As the banking crisis unfolded, government 
bond yields plunged on safe haven demand with the U.S. 10-year yield falling 
39bps over the quarter to end at 3.49%. 

The Americas outperformed, rising 2.7%. After initial hopes of a soft landing and 
a pivot from the Federal Reserve (Fed), sentiment was upended by employment, 
retail sales, and inflation reports that were too strong for comfort. This raised 
expectations of higher for longer interest rates. However, the sudden bank failures 
in March required swift intervention and changed the perceived path of future 
monetary policy actions. Markets displayed increased confidence that the 
aggressive interest rate cycle of the past year was close to an end despite 50bps 
of hikes during the quarter. The Fed also acknowledged that tighter credit 
conditions might substitute for future hikes. Real estate stocks lagged given 
regional banks’ linkage to the office sector as a significant provider of debt capital. 
Storage had the strongest performance during the quarter driven by M&A 
speculation. Industrial owners also rallied on continued evidence of robust pricing 
power. Meanwhile, office lagged on sluggish fundamentals and fears that the 
already troubled office lending market could worsen further. 

As of 31 March 2023. Source: FactSet. Returns represent the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index, by region. Returns in USD. Past performance is not a 
reliable indicator of future return. Index performance information reflects no deduction for fees, expenses, or taxes. Indices are unmanaged and individuals 
cannot invest directly in an index. Due to rounding, figures and percentages shown may not add up to the totals or equal 100%. Does not represent any 
investment strategy. 

Exhibit 1: Global real estate total returns by region 
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THEMES

Equity markets had a strong 
start on moderating inflation, 
but gains were eroded as the 
banking crisis struck and a 
tighter credit environment is 
now expected to be an 
additional brake on growth

Capital intensive property 
stocks underperformed given 
concerns over banking system 
liquidity

More defensive sectors with 
stronger balance sheets were 
outperformers, while cyclical 
office and retail were 
underperformers

First quarter 2023 (%) Trailing twelve months (%)

North America 64.6 2.7 -19.7
United States 61.9 2.6 -19.5

Canada 2.7 4.0 -22.6
Asia Pacific 23.5 -1.4 -11.4

Japan 10.6 -2.9 -14.0
Hong Kong 5.1 -1.2 -0.9

Australia 3.6 -3.0 -20.3
Singapore 3.8 4.1 -5.3

Europe 11.9 -2.8 -37.7
Continental Europe 7.8 -4.9 -38.8

United Kingdom 4.0 1.4 -35.2
FTSE EPRA NAREIT Developed 100.0 1.0 -20.6

Benchmark 
weight (%)

Region
Total returns
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Exhibit 2: Global real estate total returns by sector 

As of 31 March 2023. Source: FactSet. Returns represent the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index, by sector. Returns in USD. For simplicity 
purposes, we are not showing retail outlets, conglomerate, healthcare facilities or realty services sectors. Past performance is not a reliable indicator 
of future return. Index performance information reflects no deduction for fees, expenses, or taxes. Indices are unmanaged and individuals cannot 
invest directly in an index. Due to rounding, figures and percentages shown may not add up to the totals or equal 100%. Does not represent any 
investment strategy. 
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Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.

Europe was the worst performer (-2.8%), weighed down by Continental European 
property stocks on concerns over the potential fallout to the banking sector from 
the failure of Credit Suisse. UK property stocks held up much better given their 
stronger balance sheets and a moderation in the pace of asset price declines. Similar 
to the Americas, European stocks started the quarter on a strong footing supported 
by firmer economic data and moderating inflation before the gains were more than 
offset by concerns over banking sector health and sticky core inflation. Housing 
underperformed significantly, as over-leveraged German housing companies cut or 
suspended dividends to try and preserve cash. Swiss and Swedish housing 
companies underperformed for similar reasons. Belgian and Dutch companies were 
the strongest performers lifted by the defensive self-storage and student housing 
sectors’ strong balance sheets, resilient valuations and continued strong operational 
growth. 

Asia returned -1.4%. The region was lifted by positive returns from the defensive 
Singapore REIT space, which benefitted from rotational flows as local investors 
positioned for a more substantive global slowdown. The Singapore dollar offered a 
rare oasis of calm, strengthening -1% against the U.S. dollar in contrast with the 
currency weakness seen almost everywhere else. Hong Kong also held up relatively 
well, supported by improving momentum in its border reopening with China, as well 
as a recovery in retail sales and residential home prices. The one blemish in Hong 
Kong was a surprise 1 for 5 rights issue by a retail REIT which heavily depressed its 
share price and raised concern that other Hong Kong peers might follow suit. Japan 
lagged, weighed by Japanese REITs (JREITs), which were pressured by the fallout 
from the Bank of Japan’s (BOJ) surprise widening of its target range for the 10-year 
Japanese bond yield back in December last year. Japanese developers outperformed 
JREITs as the Japanese yield curve steepened through most of the quarter. 
Diversified Australia REITs (AREITs) with residential exposure were notable 
outperformers on expectation that the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) was close to 
the end of its rate hike cycle.

First quarter 2023 (%) Trailing twelve months (%)

Diversified 16.8 -2.2 -18.3
Industrial 15.6 7.7 -19.9

Apartments 10.7 -1.7 -34.5
Net lease 9.5 0.8 0.4

Healthcare 7.0 -0.3 -26.5
Self-storage 6.7 12.5 -16.2
Data centers 6.3 7.2 -10.7

Shopping centers 6.0 -2.5 -15.9
Malls/outlets 5.7 -2.9 -11.9

Office 5.6 -9.1 -40.1
Hotels & resorts 2.8 4.2 -13.4

Single family rental 2.0 5.3 -23.0
Manufactured homes 2.0 0.0 -15.3

Life sciences 1.4 -12.9 -35.4
Homebuilder 1.2 13.0 11.7

FTSE EPRA NAREIT Developed 100.0 1.0 -20.6

Benchmark 
weight (%)

Sector
Total returns
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Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index. 
Total may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.  

Source: Principal Global Investors, FactSet, FTSE. This chart 
illustrates the weighted average Price/Net Asset Value of the 
stocks in the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed index. The 
historical average represents 15 years. 

Exhibit 3: 
Global real estate securities regional split

Exhibit 5: 
Global real estate securities dividend yield

Exhibit 4: 
Global real estate securities vs. equities

Exhibit 6: 
Global real estate securities price to NAV 

Global real estate securities                       Global equities
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As of 31 March 2023.
Index performance information reflects no deduction for fees, expenses, or taxes. Indices are unmanaged and individuals cannot 
invest directly in an index. Does not represent any investment strategy. 

The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Source: Principal Global Investors, FactSet, FTSE. The 
Global REIT Dividend Yield percentage shown above is 
the weighted average dividend yield of the FTSE 
EPRA/NAREIT Developed index. The historical average 
represents 15 years.
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Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index, MSCI 
World Index. Returns in USD. 
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Note: Q1 = Lowest yield, Q5 = Highest yield; 
U=Universe mean

Note: Q1 = Largest market cap, Q5 = Smallest market cap; 
U=Universe mean

Note: Q1 = Lowest leverage, Q5 = Highest leverage; 
U=Universe mean

Note: Q1 = Lowest deviation, Q5 = Highest deviation; 
U=Universe mean

Lower levered stocks outperformed Lower volatility stocks outperformed

As of 31 March 2023. Source: Principal Global Investors, FactSet, FTSE. U= Universe. Universe is all securities in the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT 
Developed Index. Quintiles based on equal number of securities. All data in USD. Returns presented in USD. Does not represent any 
investment strategy or reflect fees, taxes, or expenses. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. 

The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Exhibit 9: 
Total return by debt to total capital

Exhibit 10: 
Total return by 100-day standard deviation

Exhibit 7: 
Total return by dividend yield
Lower yielding stocks outperformed

Exhibit 8: 
Total return by market capitalization
Larger market cap stocks outperformed

Global dashboard  
First quarter style analysis 
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Source: Principal Global Investors, FTSE, FactSet. The historical 
average represents 15 years. 

North America

Exhibit 11: 
Real estate securities vs. general equities 
performance

Exhibit 12: 
Price to NAV*
*Includes all securities in the investable universe

Summary return data (in USD) Summary return data (in CAD) (in USD)

U.S. equities 7.5% North American real estate securities 2.7%

U.S. real estate securities 2.6% Canadian real estate securities 3.9% 4.0%

Real estate securities                          General equities
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U.S.          U.S. average         Canada           Canada average

The information provided above does not represent any investment strategy currently managed by Principal Global Investors. Fees,
taxes, or expenses are not considered and would reduce returns. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss.

Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT, S&P 500. All data in USD.
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North American property stocks advanced 2.7% but took a bumpy path to that result. Within the region, U.S. REITs returned 
+2.6% while Canadian REITs rallied +4.0%. Both groups underperformed broader equity markets which were up +7.5%, driven by fear 
that credit conditions could tighten further on commercial real estate.  

Attention abruptly shifted from inflation to banking stress following the collapse of two regional banks in the U.S. and further
issues abroad. The quarter initially saw continued hopes of a soft landing and a pivot from the Fed, but that sentiment was soon 
vanquished by employment, retail sales, and inflation reports that were too strong for comfort. This led to an increased expectation 
that the Fed had more work to do to dampen inflation pressures. However, the sudden bank failures in March required swift 
intervention and changed the perceived path of future monetary policy actions. Markets displayed increased confidence that the 
aggressive interest rate cycle of the past year was close to an end despite 50bps of hikes during the quarter. The Fed also 
acknowledged that tighter credit conditions may substitute for future hikes. Meanwhile, the Bank of Canada hiked rates by 25bps to 
start the year but paused in March due to comparatively lower inflation pressures.

Real estate stocks underperformed on fears that tighter credit conditions could have an outsized impact on commercial real 
estate. Interest rate volatility was high, although 2-year and 10-year yields closed distinctly lower reflecting a flight to safety and 
expectations the Fed may soon cut rates to avert a recession. Real estate stocks lagged despite the downward moves, given regional 
banks’ linkage to the sector as a significant provider of debt capital. Unsurprisingly, transaction markets remained lackluster, and the 
group continues to trade at a similar discount to NAV of 10-20%. It should also be noted that REITs in the region have diverse sources 
of funding, including unique access to the public bond markets, with U.S. REITs obtaining approximately 60% of debt from this source. 
Storage had the strongest performance during the quarter driven by M&A speculation. Industrial owners also rallied on continued 
evidence of robust pricing power. Meanwhile, office lagged on sluggish fundamentals and fears that the already troubled office lending 
market could worsen further.  

Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.
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Japanese property stocks fell by 2.9%, continuing to underperform general equities by over 9%. The weak showing was driven by 
rising market expectations for the BOJ to revise its Yield Curve Control policy due to rising inflation, a new and potentially less 
reflation-ist BOJ governor taking office in April 2023, and a dysfunctional bond market. As a result, interest rate-sensitive property 
stocks were notably under pressure, with concerns about rising interest rates and tighter credit leading to expectations of falling future 
property prices.

Japanese developers reversed their underperformance against JREITs from last quarter and outperformed by over 7% during 
the first quarter. Outperformance was driven predominantly by tailwinds from currency depreciation and relatively lower share price 
sensitivity to rising interest rates in Japan. While higher interest rates have not had any apparent negative impact on cap rates, it poses 
a significant downside risk to developers' earnings from property sales gains. On the other hand, the impact on interest payments is 
limited, given most loans have fixed long-term rates. The relative outperformance of developers narrowed slightly in the latter part of 
the quarter as concern over European and U.S. banks fueled Yen appreciation. 

JREITs underperformed both general equities and Japanese developers. In addition to concerns over the rising 10-Year Japan 
Government Bond yield from potential revision to the Bank of Japan's ultra-accommodative monetary policy, JREITs were negatively
impacted by tighter financing conditions and slowing external growth. Within subsectors, hotel JREITs were notable outperformers
thanks to the resumption of inbound tourism and reopening in China. Residential JREITs also held up relatively better on resilient 
fundamentals: stable occupancy rate and positive rent growth.

Japan

Exhibit 13: 
Real estate securities vs. general equities 
performance

Exhibit 14: 
Price to NAV*
*Includes all securities in the investable universe

Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT, MSCI Japan. All data in Yen. Source: Principal Global Investors, FTSE, FactSet. The 
historical average represents 15 years. 

Japan REITs      
Japan Developers
General equities
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Japan Dev              
Japan Dev average

J-REIT
J-REIT average

Summary return data (in Yen) (in USD) Summary return data (in Yen) (in USD)

Japan equities 7.3% 6.4% Japan REITs -4.6% -5.4%

Japan real estate securities -2.0% -2.9% Japan non-REITs 2.5% 1.7%

For Public Distribution in the U.S. For Institutional, Professional, Qualified and/or Wholesale Investor Use Only in other Permitted Jurisdictions as defined 
by local laws and regulations. 

Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.

The information provided above does not represent any investment strategy currently managed by Principal Global Investors. Fees,
taxes, or expenses are not considered and would reduce returns. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss.
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Hong Kong

Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT, MSCI Hong Kong. All data in 
HKD.

Source: Principal Global Investors, FTSE, FactSet. The historical 
average represents 15 years or longest history available.

Exhibit 15: 
Real estate securities vs. general equities 
performance

Exhibit 16: 
Price to NAV*
*Includes all securities in the investable universe

HK REITs
CN Developer

General equities
HK Developer
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HK Dev
HK Dev average

HK REIT
HK REIT average

Summary return data (in HKD) (in USD) Summary return data (in HKD) (in USD)

Hong Kong equities -1.9% -2.4% Hong Kong REITs -7.2% -7.7%

Hong Kong real estate 
securities -0.6% -1.2% Hong Kong non-REITs 1.5% 0.9%

China developers -6.8% -7.4%

The information provided above does not represent any investment strategy currently managed by Principal Global Investors. Fees,
taxes, or expenses are not considered and would reduce returns. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss.
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by local laws and regulations. 

Hong Kong property stocks outperformed broader equities during the first quarter by 1.2%, buoyed by reopening optimism early 
in the year as the Hong Kong government announced that travelers will be allowed to travel between mainland China without the
need for quarantine. Property stocks subsequently gave up gains on concerns surrounding a faster-than-expected pace of rate hikes in 
the U.S. and geopolitical risks. 

Hong Kong developers outperformed REITs on higher home prices and improving homebuyer sentiment. Year-to-date, home 
prices have increased by 6%. Sell-thru rates for major primary launches are strong at over 90%. Hong Kong’s budget was announced in 
February 2023, and key highlights include provision of another round of consumption vouchers and lower ad valorem tax for first time 
homebuyers. 

Full-year earnings reporting from Hong Kong property stocks showed weak office fundamentals and recovering retail 
operational metrics. Office portfolio occupancy continued to weaken for certain office landlords due to intensifying supply pressures. 
Office rent reversions remained in negative territory. Retail occupancy is on an improving trend and tenant sales growth is improving 
on a sequential basis. Retail rent reversions have turned less negative with some malls witnessing positive rent reversions. Property 
values reported by Hong Kong property companies are flattish to marginally lower on minimal cap rate changes and lower retail rent 
assumptions adopted by valuers. Dividend sustainability was the key focus during results. Companies generally held dividends stable, 
with the exception of three companies. 

Hong Kong REITs underperformed developers and landlords for the first quarter. Sector weakness was dragged by a dilutive fund 
raise from a retail REIT, to be utilized towards debt repayment as well as acquisition opportunities across APAC region. 

Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.
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United Kingdom

Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT, MSCI United Kingdom. 
All data in GBP.

Source: Principal Global Investors, FTSE, FactSet. The 
historical average represents 15 years. 

Exhibit 17: 
Real estate securities vs. general equities 
performance

Exhibit 18: 
Price to NAV*
*Includes all securities in the investable universe

Real estate securities                     General equities 

Summary return data (in GBP) (in USD) Summary return data (in GBP) (in USD)

UK equities 3.2% 6.1% UK real estate securities -1.4% 1.4%
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UK            Average

The information provided above does not represent any investment strategy currently managed by Principal Global Investors. Fees,
taxes, or expenses are not considered and would reduce returns. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss.

In the first quarter of 2023, the UK property stocks returned 1.4%, underperforming the broader equities which rose 6.1%. 
The British pound strengthened against both the U.S. dollar and Euro. UK property stocks also outperformed the European 
average.

Over the first quarter, the British listed property market was primarily driven by evolving views around inflation, interest 
rates and credit conditions. Headline inflation appears to have peaked and as the Bank of England (BoE) expects a rapid fall in 
inflation in the second half of this year (mainly due to base effects), it has signalled that it believes it is nearing the end of this rate 
cycle and doesn’t wish to overtighten given the lagged effect of rate hikes. Under the current government, fiscal policy is now 
aligned with monetary policy in fighting inflation and thus public inflation expectations have started falling, showing credibility has 
been restored and allowing the BoE to take a more dovish stance.

Company results reported over the quarter show values are now falling at a slower rate after the large declines from peak 
values already reported. This has given investors hope that UK real estate values may be bottoming soon. The UK sectors’ 
generally better-quality balance sheets also explain Britain’s outperformance over the first quarter as concern around credit risks 
rose. The industrial sector was a particular beneficiary of these changing views given the large falls in values suffered over the 
previous year due to expanding yields and slowing growth.

Student housing was the best performing sector, helped by resilient growth, lower leverage, higher property yields and the ending 
of Asian travel restrictions. Self-storage stocks also outperformed, similarly benefiting from strong balance sheets and growth,
limited cost pressures, and rapidly adjusting rents. The social housing sector was an underperformer, hurt by a scandal in a low-cost 
housing company and weak tenants harming competing companies as credit concerns rocketed. Healthcare stocks also 
underperformed as rent increases are lagging well behind rising costs, though better balance sheets mean the sector is under less 
pressure than the German housing companies facing similar issues. 

For Public Distribution in the U.S. For Institutional, Professional, Qualified and/or Wholesale Investor Use Only in other Permitted Jurisdictions as defined 
by local laws and regulations. 

Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.
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Continental Europe

Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT, MSCI Europe ex-UK. All data 
in EUR.

Source: Principal Global Investors, FTSE, FactSet. The 
historical average represents 15 years. 

Exhibit 19: 
Real estate securities vs. general equities 
performance

Exhibit 20: 
Price to NAV*
*Includes all securities in the investable universe

Summary return data (in EUR) (in USD) Summary return data (in EUR) (in USD)

Continental Europe 
equities 10.2% 12.2% Continental Europe real estate 

securities -6.6% -4.9%
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European property stocks returned -4.9% over the first quarter, underperforming broader equities which gained 12.2%. Most 
European currencies strengthened against the U.S. dollar. European property stocks rose at the start of the year, driven by positive 
macro sentiment around hopes that inflation and bond yields could be peaking, but then fell back in the second half as inflation
remained at high levels and bank failures stoked fears about the negative impact on real estate. Statements from the European
Central Bank highlighted that with core inflation still accelerating, further rate hikes would be needed, even though stress in the 
banking system was likely to lead to credit rationing and higher lending standards, thus magnifying the central bank’s tightening. 

With operational news generally positive, property investors focused on balance sheets and punished those companies with 
more leverage and higher interest-rate sensitivity. Housing underperformed significantly, as over-leveraged German housing 
companies cut or suspended dividends to try and preserve cash as investors worried about refinancing risks. Swiss and Swedish
housing companies underperformed for similar reasons, while Irish and Finnish housing stocks were punished for disappointing results. 
Elevated cost pressure has also weighed heavily in regulated markets where top-line revenue growth is constrained. Finland, Ireland 
and Germany were the weakest countries over the quarter largely due to the poor performance of their residential companies.

Belgian and Dutch companies were the strongest performers over the quarter. In these countries, self-storage and student 
housing benefited from strong balance sheets, resilient values, and continued strong operational growth. Industrial rebounded after 
last year’s weakness, helped by better balance sheets despite slowing growth, while healthcare stocks benefited from sensible plans to 
avoid refinancing risk.

The underperformance of the diversified sector was mainly due to a few larger over-levered companies in the Nordics and Germany 
due to higher financing costs and falling property prices. Within the Nordics, companies with higher quality balance sheets have been 
the clear winners. French retail and office owners outperformed again in the first quarter. Better balance sheets explain the resilience 
of retail stocks, while the Paris office market continues to benefit from a tight leasing market and buoyant values, avoiding the post-
COVID deterioration seen in many other office markets.

Continental Europe             Average

The information provided above does not represent any investment strategy currently managed by Principal Global Investors. Fees,
taxes, or expenses are not considered and would reduce returns. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss.
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Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.

Real estate securities                     General equities 
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Australia

Source: FactSet, S&P ASX 300 / A-REIT, MSCI Australia. All data in 
AUD.

Source: Principal Global Investors, FTSE, FactSet. The historical 
average represents 15 years.

Exhibit 21: 
Real estate securities vs. general equities 
performance

Exhibit 22: 
Price to NAV*
*Includes all securities in the investable universe
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Australia              Average

The information provided above does not represent any investment strategy currently managed by Principal Global Investors. Fees,
taxes, or expenses are not considered and would reduce returns. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss.

Summary return data (in AUD) (in USD) Summary return data (in AUD) (in USD)

Australian equities 4.1% 2.8% Australian real estate securities 0.3% -0.9%
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AREITs delivered a total return of -0.9% for the first quarter in 2023, underperforming the broader equity market that returned 
+2.8%. AREITs initially outperformed strongly in the month of January on the back on lower rate hike expectations as the market 
narrative shifted to a soft or no landing scenario, but this relative outperformance narrowed in February when the Fed reaffirmed the 
need for higher interest rates. In March, concerns grew around the global banking system, driving further convergence in performance 
given real estate’s capital-intensive nature, with AREITs eventually giving up its relative outperformance towards the end of the 
quarter. AREITs’ relative underperformance came despite the Australian 10-year bond yield falling 75bps during the period.

The RBA hiked interest rates by 50bps during the quarter but expectations for a pause increased. However, the March policy 
statement leaned dovish, with the RBA softening its rate hike guidance on the back of data pointing to inflation having likely peaked. 
Global macro risks increased in March due to the potential banking contagion, driving a shift in market expectations towards a 
potential pause in rate hikes. 

The earnings season in February showed industrial fundamentals remaining strong, retail conditions beginning to slow and 
office metrics remaining weak. Industrial saw improving leasing spreads and development returns, helped by tight market vacancy 
driving robust rental growth. Retail metrics were healthy, but sales showed signs of slowing. Office’s NOI decelerated and incentives 
remained elevated. Real estate valuations generally held up, with minimal changes during the half given a lack of transactional 
evidence.

Industrial and residential exposed names outperformed, while fund managers underperformed. Industrial names benefitted given 
their robust fundamentals, with strong rental growth helping offset any valuation impact from cap rate expansion. Residential exposed 
names found support as market expectations for an end to RBA rate hikes grew. On the other hand, fund managers came under 
pressure given concerns around the slow transaction market as well as tougher equity raising conditions. Large cap AREITs generally 
outperformed their smaller cap counterparts, most likely reflecting a flight to quality/safety.

Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.
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Singapore

Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT, MSCI Singapore. All 
data in SGD.

Source: Principal Global Investors, FTSE, FactSet. The 
historical average represents 15 years.

Summary return data (in SGD) (in USD) Summary return data (in SGD) (in USD)

Singapore equities 6.9% 7.1% Singapore REITs 4.7% 5.6%

Singapore real estate securities 3.2% 4.1% Singapore non-REITs -2.1% -1.3%

Exhibit 23: 
Real estate securities vs. general equities 
performance

Exhibit 24: 
Price to NAV*
*Includes all securities in the investable universe
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Sing Dev
Sing Dev average

S-REIT
S-REIT average

The information provided above does not represent any investment strategy currently managed by Principal Global Investors. Fees,
taxes, or expenses are not considered and would reduce returns. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The 
potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss.

For Public Distribution in the U.S. For Institutional, Professional, Qualified and/or Wholesale Investor Use Only in other Permitted Jurisdictions as defined by 
local laws and regulations. 

Singapore property stocks were up +4.1%, underperforming general equities by about 3%. The Singapore government introduced 
its 2023 budget with a key measure announced of the introduction of higher marginal stamp duty for residential property and non-
residential property. During the quarter, private residential prices exhibited a moderation in quarter over quarter growth, largely 
attributed to cooling measures that were introduced September of last year. 

Singapore REITs (SREITs) outperformed developers during the quarter due to a fall in 10-year Singapore government bond yields. 
Singapore 10-year government bond yields declined from 3.14% to 2.88% through the quarter. 

Results reporting from Singapore property companies were generally in line with broker expectations as broker expectations have 
been revised downwards since last year. Higher borrowing costs and utility costs were an offset to operational improvements. Industrial 
sector was the bright spot as rent reversions continued to improve strongly and portfolio occupancies were on an uptrend. Office
occupancy and rent reversions were robust but guidance from management teams suggests a moderating trend of rent reversions on 
increasing supply. Tenant sales growth for Singapore retail malls are above pre-COVID levels due to strong domestic consumption,
supporting a recovery of Singapore retail rent reversions. Portfolio valuations were up slightly for Singapore commercial assets on 
higher rental assumptions and slight cap rate compression for select assets. Recent transactional evidence of Singapore suburban retail 
malls affirms the resiliency of retail capital values. There is a broader trend of asset divestments among SREITs as they seek to improve 
overall portfolio quality and strengthen balance sheet. Acquisition momentum among SREITs remains slow-going as weighted average
cost of capital remains unfavorable. 

Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.
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Emerging Markets

Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT. All data in USD. Source: FactSet, FTSE EPRA/NAREIT. All data in USD.

Exhibit 25: 
Emerging vs. Developed real estate securities 

Exhibit 26: 
Emerging market total returns by region
First quarter 2023

Emerging real estate securities
Developed real estate securities
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Emerging Americas 
Emerging Americas property stocks rallied +16.6% to start the year with Mexican property stocks leading the way. Performance 
within the Fibras was led by industrial stocks, as elevated demand for near-shoring and e-commerce continued to generate better 
than expected occupancy and rental rate growth. The Mexican central bank continued to hike rates but struck a more dovish tone at 
its last meeting leaving investors to believe the rate hike cycle may be close to peaking. Meanwhile, Brazilian property stocks 
continued to lag reflecting investor concerns the country’s economic agenda and fiscal framework. The Brazilian central bank kept 
rates flat for the fifth straight meeting on inflation concerns, despite intense pressure from the government to cut rates to reduce 
borrowing costs for consumers.

Emerging Asia-Pacific (APAC) 

After a strong initial start to the year, lifted by optimism over a China property market recovery, emerging APAC property 
stocks ended the quarter down 5.2%, underperforming their developed market peers. Chinese property stocks saw profit taking  
after the government set an unambitious GDP growth target, of “around 5%”. This underwhelmed investors especially given the lack
of any substantial additional stimulus being announced or fresh help for the housing market. China was the main laggard. Indonesia 
outperformed strongly on improving presales momentum and expectations of peaking interest rate hikes.

Emerging Europe, Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) 

EMEA emerging real estate stocks were down 4.4%. Middle Eastern stocks renewed their strong run this year, with United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) large developers enjoying improving sales and cash collections as the UAE market rebounds. A sharply higher 
dividend payment announced by a company in the region was particularly well received. However, EMEA performance was dragged 
down by the weak performance of South African and Eastern European stocks, with the larger South African retail and office REITs
particularly weak, reflecting the lackluster local economy and tighter financing conditions. 

The information provided above does not represent any investment strategy currently managed by Principal Global Investors. Fees,
taxes, or expenses are not considered and would reduce returns. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The potential for profit is accompanied by the possibility of loss.

For Public Distribution in the U.S. For Institutional, Professional, Qualified and/or Wholesale Investor Use Only in other Permitted Jurisdictions as defined 
by local laws and regulations. 

Performance figures referenced in commentary are presented in USD.
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Important Notes

Risk Considerations

Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
Potential investors should be aware of the risks inherent to owning and investing in real estate, including value 
fluctuations, capital market pricing volatility, liquidity risks, leverage, credit risk, occupancy risk and legal risk. All 
these risks can lead to a decline in the value of the real estate, a decline in the income produced by the real estate and 
declines in the value or total loss in value of securities derived from investments in real estate. International and 
global investing involves greater risks such as currency fluctuations, political/social instability and differing 
accounting standards.

Important Information

This material covers general information only and does not take account of any investor’s investment objectives or financial situation 
and should not be construed as specific investment advice, a recommendation, or be relied on in any way as a guarantee, promise,
forecast or prediction of future events regarding an investment or the markets in general. The opinions and predictions expressed are 
subject to change without prior notice. The information presented has been derived from sources believed to be accurate; however, 
we do not independently verify or guarantee its accuracy or validity. Any reference to a specific investment or security does not 
constitute a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold such investment or security, nor an indication that the investment manager or its 
affiliates has recommended a specific security for any client account. Subject to any contrary provisions of applicable law, the
investment manager and its affiliates, and their officers, directors, employees, agents, disclaim any express or implied warranty of 
reliability or accuracy and any responsibility arising in any way (including by reason of negligence) for errors or omissions in the 
information or data provided. The information provided here is neither tax nor legal advice. Investors should speak to their tax
professional for specific information regarding their tax situation. This material is not intended for distribution to or use by any person 
or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. This material may 
contain ‘forward looking’ information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things,
projections and forecasts. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Moreover, any historical performance
information included in this material is presented by way of example only. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole 
discretion of the reader.

This document is intent for use in: •The United States by Principal Global Investors, LLC, which is regulated by the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission. •Europe by Principal Global Investors (EU) Limited, Sobo Works, Windmill Lane, Dublin D02 K156, Ireland. 
Principal Global Investors (EU) Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. In Europe, this document is directed exclusively at 
Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties and should not be relied upon by Retail Clients (all as defined by the MiFID). The 
contents of the document have been approved by the relevant entity. Clients that do not directly contract with Principal Global 
Investors (Europe) Limited (“PGIE”) or Principal Global Investors (EU) Limited (“PGI EU”) will not benefit from the protections offered 
by the rules and regulations of the Financial Conduct Authority or the Central Bank of Ireland, including those enacted under MiFID II. 
Further, where clients do contract with PGIE or PGI EU, PGIE or PGI EU may delegate management authority to affiliates that are not 
authorized and regulated within Europe and in any such case, the client may not benefit from all protections offered by the rules and 
regulations of the Financial Conduct Authority, or the Central Bank of Ireland. • United Kingdom by Principal Global Investors 
(Europe) Limited, Level 1, 1 Wood Street, London, EC2V 7 JB, registered in England, No. 03819986, which is authorized and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). •United Arab Emirates by Principal Global Investors LLC, a branch registered in the Dubai 
International Financial Centre and authorized by the Dubai Financial Services Authority as a representative office and is delivered on 
an individual basis to the recipient and should not be passed on or otherwise distributed by the recipient to any other person or 
organisation. •Singapore by Principal Global Investors (Singapore) Limited (ACRA Reg. No. 199603735H), which is regulated by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore and is directed exclusively at institutional investors as defined by the Securities and Futures Act 
2001. This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. •Australia by Principal Global 
Investors (Australia) Limited (ABN 45 102 488 068, AFS Licence No. 225385), which is regulated by the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission. This document is intended for sophisticated institutional investors only. •This document is marketing 
material and is issued in Switzerland by Principal Global Investors (Switzerland) GmbH. •Hong Kong SAR (China) by Principal Asset 
Management Company (Asia) Limited which is regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission and is directed exclusively at 
professional investors as defined by the Securities and Futures Ordinance. •Other APAC Countries, this material is issued for 
institutional investors only(or professional/sophisticated/qualified investors, as such term may apply in local jurisdictions) and is 
delivered on an individual basis to the recipient and should not be passed on, used by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country 
where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation.

Insurance products and plan administrative services provided through Principal Life Insurance Co. Principal Funds, Inc. is distributed by 
Principal Funds Distributor, Inc. Securities offered through Principal Securities, Inc., 800-547-7754, Member SIPC and/or independent 
broker/dealers. Principal Life, Principal Funds Distributor, Inc. and Principal Securities are members of the Principal Financial Group®, 
Des Moines, IA 50392.

© 2023 Principal Financial Services, Inc. Principal®, Principal Financial Group®, Principal Asset Management, and Principal and the 
logomark design are registered trademarks and service marks of Principal Financial Services, Inc., a Principal Financial Group company, 
in various countries around the world and may be used only with the permission of Principal Financial Services, Inc. Principal Asset 
ManagementSM is a trade name of Principal Global Investors, LLC.

Principal Real Estate is a trade name of Principal Real Estate Investors, LLC, an affiliate of Principal Global Investors. 13

For Public Distribution in the U.S. For Institutional, Professional, Qualified and/or Wholesale Investor Use Only in other Permitted Jurisdictions as defined 
by local laws and regulations. 



S&P 500 Total Return Index is an equity index that tracks both the capital gains of a group of 500 widely held stocks often used as a 
proxy for the stock market and assumes dividends are reinvested back into the index.

S&P ASX 300 Index is extensively used as a performance benchmark index. The index is highly liquid, float-adjusted and includes up 
to 300 of Australia’s largest securities by float-adjusted market capitalization. 

MSCI Brazil Index is designed to measure the performance of the large and mid cap segments of the Brazilian market. With 67 
constituents, the index covers about 85% of the Brazilian equity universe.

Indices are unmanaged and do not take into account fees, expenses, and transaction costs and it is not possible to invest in an index.  
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Glossary of Indices

The FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Real Estate Index Series is designed to represent general trends in eligible listed real estate stocks 
worldwide. The index series is designed to reflect the stock performance of companies engaged in specific aspects of the major real 
estate markets/regions of the world - Americas, EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) and Asia.  The following indices in this report 
are part of FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Real Estate Index Series for the specific named regions: 

• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT North America
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT US 
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Canada
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Japan
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Japan REITs
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Japan non-REITs
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Hong Kong
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Hong Kong REITs
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Hong Kong non-REITs

• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Europe ex-UK
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT UK
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Singapore
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Singapore REITs
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Singapore non-REITs
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Emerging Index
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Emerging Americas
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Emerging APAC
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Emerging EMEA
• FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Emerging Brazil

For Public Distribution in the U.S. For Institutional, Professional, Qualified and/or Wholesale Investor Use Only in other Permitted Jurisdictions as defined 
by local laws and regulations. 

The MSCI World Index is a broad global equity index that represents large and mid-cap equity performance across all 23 
developed markets countries. It covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in each country. The 
following indices in this report are part of the broader index for the specific named regions: 

• MSCI Japan
• MSCI Hong Kong
• MSCI Europe ex-UK
• MSCI United Kingdom
• MSCI Singapore
• MSCI Hong Kong
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